1
00:00:00,000 --> 00:00:03,569
for what even the first step would be to
2
00:00:01,829 --> 00:00:04,950
fix and I'm just talking about cancer
3
00:00:03,569 --> 00:00:07,019
here I got a bunch of other experiments
4
00:00:04,950 --> 00:00:10,800
to but I wouldn't have any idea what to
5
00:00:07,019 --> 00:00:14,369
do so one of the things i need to do is
6
00:00:10,800 --> 00:00:16,320
not even try but to say it to evoke
7
00:00:14,369 --> 00:00:19,980
another intelligence i would have to say
8
00:00:16,320 --> 00:00:24,028
it has to be but the intelligence could
9
00:00:19,980 --> 00:00:27,868
be me in other words i don't know how to
10
00:00:24,028 --> 00:00:31,050
digest an apple but i can digest an
11
00:00:27,868 --> 00:00:33,530
apple I don't need to understand how to
12
00:00:31,050 --> 00:00:36,600
digest digest an apple in order to do it
13
00:00:33,530 --> 00:00:39,120
so the intelligence to digest an apple
14
00:00:36,600 --> 00:00:40,620
is me or could be me and you can argue
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15
00:00:39,119 --> 00:00:43,109
whether we're that intelligence come
16
00:00:40,619 --> 00:00:44,820
from and go in an infinite regress but
17
00:00:43,109 --> 00:00:47,579
consciously I don't know how to digest
18
00:00:44,820 --> 00:00:49,350
an apple consciously I don't know how to
19
00:00:47,579 --> 00:00:52,109
do almost anything that I just naturally
20
00:00:49,350 --> 00:00:55,800
do and in that sense i mean i don't know
21
00:00:52,109 --> 00:00:59,219
how to walk yet i can do it i don't know
22
00:00:55,799 --> 00:01:01,108
how to heal yet i can do it and so in
23
00:00:59,219 --> 00:01:03,359
that sense i say there has to be because
24
00:01:01,109 --> 00:01:05,700
my conscious brain certainly is not
25
00:01:03,359 --> 00:01:11,219
capable of even knowing what the first
26
00:01:05,700 --> 00:01:18,109
step would be in this I hope you can do
27
00:01:11,219 --> 00:01:20,060
some work on baldness words Jerome
28
00:01:18,109 --> 00:01:21,500
traded children's wards by prick
29
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00:01:20,060 --> 00:01:24,290
painting him with the brightly colored
30
00:01:21,500 --> 00:01:26,060
eye and he found and telling was a magic
31
00:01:24,290 --> 00:01:32,270
guy and that it would eventually go away
32
00:01:26,060 --> 00:01:34,159
yet on that way yeah they have I had a
33
00:01:32,269 --> 00:01:36,319
dermatologist explain to me how to get
34
00:01:34,159 --> 00:01:37,789
rid of warts you take an apple and you
35
00:01:36,319 --> 00:01:39,139
tell the person to cut it in a certain
36
00:01:37,790 --> 00:01:41,090
way at a certain time at a certain
37
00:01:39,140 --> 00:01:43,010
frequency at a certain and you do that
38
00:01:41,090 --> 00:01:44,240
certain number of times per day for a
39
00:01:43,010 --> 00:01:46,100
certain number of days and we'll get rid
40
00:01:44,239 --> 00:01:52,909
of the warts and he says he does this in
41
00:01:46,099 --> 00:01:58,089
his clinical work and he said it works I
42
00:01:52,909 --> 00:01:58,090
can't do it though I can cut an apple
43
00:02:02,370 --> 00:02:06,990
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the nature
44
00:02:04,789 --> 00:02:09,719
our research
45
00:02:06,989 --> 00:02:12,289
if x-rated
46
00:02:09,719 --> 00:02:12,289
my professor
47
00:02:12,539 --> 00:02:20,469
that's the stress
48
00:02:15,490 --> 00:02:20,469
it wouldn't roll the presence of
49
00:02:23,840 --> 00:02:28,680
full
50
00:02:25,689 --> 00:02:33,318
no that no
51
00:02:28,680 --> 00:02:33,319
but just wait there he look like
52
00:02:36,370 --> 00:02:40,780
they can't tell who's we
53
00:02:41,580 --> 00:02:50,890
those circumstances you do see that the
54
00:02:46,479 --> 00:03:03,250
appropriate production possibility the
55
00:02:50,889 --> 00:03:05,019
genuine yours details in one experiment
56
00:03:03,250 --> 00:03:07,150
we had six rooms going on at the same
57
00:03:05,020 --> 00:03:09,730
time so if I was in there sitting with a
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58
00:03:07,150 --> 00:03:12,310
cage a student was sitting there sitting
59
00:03:09,729 --> 00:03:14,979
with a cage they tried to replicate
60
00:03:12,310 --> 00:03:17,920
exactly what i did with no training and
61
00:03:14,979 --> 00:03:22,719
all that oh they all got cured because
62
00:03:17,919 --> 00:03:28,208
they all get cured now yeah but that's
63
00:03:22,719 --> 00:03:32,400
all but now the student would leave yes
64
00:03:28,209 --> 00:03:35,879
yes they're not just there to say
65
00:03:32,400 --> 00:03:35,879
they're not there
66
00:03:36,370 --> 00:03:50,379
intention contamination or variable to
67
00:03:40,460 --> 00:03:50,379
celesin addressing how sister yes
68
00:03:51,060 --> 00:03:56,469
no something that I co made up with some
69
00:03:54,490 --> 00:03:58,780
other guy and I and it would take me a
70
00:03:56,469 --> 00:04:01,509
long time to explain it but I can tell
71
00:03:58,780 --> 00:04:06,340
you what it's not it has no faith it has
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72
00:04:01,509 --> 00:04:09,280
no belief it has it has yet has
73
00:04:06,340 --> 00:04:10,960
intention it has intention and it's a
74
00:04:09,280 --> 00:04:13,360
mechanical process it takes quite a bit
75
00:04:10,960 --> 00:04:16,150
of practice to master but you can do it
76
00:04:13,360 --> 00:04:18,850
relatively mechanically it is completely
77
00:04:16,149 --> 00:04:22,979
faithless in belief 'less thank you we
78
00:04:18,850 --> 00:04:22,980
could go on yeah thank you very much
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